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Abstract
Spectatorship is an integral part of the massively popular
eSports due to its spectator-friendly nature. Previous
research has examined eSports fans’ spectator motivation
and the role of technology in supporting and enriching fans’
spectator experience for eSports and traditional sports as
well. Inspired by this work, we discuss the opportunities and
challenges of three future directions on designing a visual
dashboard for eSports spectatorship.
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Background
eSports and eSports Spectatorship
As defined by Hamari and Sjöblom [6], eSports is “a form of
sports where the primary aspects of the sport are facilitated
by electronic systems; the input of players and teams, as
well as the output of the eSports system, are mediated by
human-computer interfaces.” The increasingly growing
internet access and mobile devices have massively boosted
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the eSports industry as its content mainly conveyed through
internet broadcasting (e.g, live streaming) [11]. Besides
attracting millions of online spectators, eSports events have
also sold out major sports arenas such as Madison Square
Garden in New York and Bird’s Nest in Beijing [8].

Here we focus on the online spectator experience, which
differs from the more passive traditional sports spectator
experience on television. Most eSports teams and
organizations rely on live-streaming platforms including
Twitch, YouTube, and Facebook to broadcast live events to a
massive audience [3]. These platforms fulfill spectators’
social needs by enabling game viewing, commenting, and
chatting with other fans.

Spectator Motives
To understand why people watch eSports, Cheung and
Huang analyzed 127 spectators’ stories and characterized
them into nine personas: The Bystander, The Curious, The
Inspired, The Pupil, The Unsatisfied, The Entertained, The
Assistant, The Commentator, and The Crowd [5]. Hamari
and Sjöblom also examined the motivations of eSports
consumers by surveying 888 people online [6]. They found
escapism, acquiring knowledge about the games being
played, novelty and eSports athlete aggressiveness are the
main motivations.

More recently, Pizzo et. al. compared the motives between
eSports and traditional sports spectators [10]. They
concluded traditional sport and eSports are similarly
consumed and suggested marketing strategies for
traditional sports are also applicable in eSports. Qian et. al.
identified several dimensions of esports online spectator
demand based on interviews and online open-ended
surveys, in which “chat room”, “streamer traits”, “stream
quality”, and “virtual rewards” are unique factors in eSports
[11].

Dashboards for Sports Spectator
Sports events, including eSports, generate a large amount
of data that can potentially provide valuable and potentially
novel insight for spectators [1]. Previous research has
explored how to design a visual dashboard for sports event
spectatorship. For traditional sports, Perin et. al. presented
SoccerStories to support analysts in exploring soccer
games in a visualization dashboard [9]. Zhi et. al. designed
a prototype, GameViews-Fans, to support basketball fans in
spectating game data and chatting with others while
watching the game [14]. In eSports, Charleer et. al.
designed two dashboards to improve spectator experience
for League of Legends and CS:GO [4]. They found
spectators thought highly of the dashboards as they helped
gameplay interpretation.

Opportunities and challenges
We propose a real-time visual dashboard can potentially
transform the spectator experience from passive to
engaging and active. Inspired by the aforementioned
research endeavors, we discuss the opportunities and
challenges of three future directions on designing a visual
dashboard for eSports spectatorship.

Supporting at-a-glance Experience
Besides the streaming video, spectators may also want to
understand other information such as real-time gameplay
metrics and players’ match history. Visual representation of
game information in the dashboard can reduce the
spectator’s cognitive load, provide additional information,
and direct spectator to the relevant in-game events [4, 14].

However, challenges exist as visualizations are often
underestimated by spectators when it’s too complicated to
understand [14]. Visualizations can also be distracting and
have a negative impact on spectator experience [4]. Thus,
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further research is needed to design a visual dashboard
that provides the “at-a-glance” information in an accurate
and direct way.

Integrating Social Functions into Dashboard
Social opportunity is an integral part of eSports spectator
motives [10]. Major game streaming platforms provide
comment functions and chat service where spectators can
communicate with each other. Chat service has also been
integrated into the sports spectator dashboard and the
study showed spectators felt engaged with the chat service
[14].

Further research needs to go beyond the basic chat
function and explore new interaction paradigms to enrich
the spectator experience. For example, visualizations that
represent gameplay information could be coupled with text
messages in the chat service [16, 7]. Spectators love
watching interesting and creative plays [11]. Thus these
highlight videos could be explicitly coupled to comments
and data to further engage the fan beyond the video.

Conversational agents (chatbots) as an innovative outlet are
also increasingly being used to deliver game information
and engage fans. We developed GameBot, an interactive
chatbot for sports fans to explore game statistical data [15].
Bieliauskas and Schreiber proposed a chatbot to customize
real-time visualizations by “observing” users’ chat [2].
These ideas could be worth pursing for enriching spectator
experience.

Designing Personalized Spectator Experience
It is difficult to fit the streaming video, real-time game
information visualizations and chat service in one
dashboard. Through investigations of World of Warcraft UI
designers, Targett et al. suggested the interface of a
videogame should be customized to meet different players’

needs [12]. For spectator dashboard design, a study
showed the needs of flexible solutions such as allowing
users to resize dashboard sections [4]. Thus, we could
customize the dashboard or provide customizability
functions for individual spectators to meet different needs.
Inspired by previous work on adaptive information
visualization [13], designing personalized spectator
dashboard would benefit from investigating the effect of
personal characteristics and context of each individual
spectator.

Conclusion
In this paper, we briefly went through related papers on
eSports spectatorship, spectator motives, and dashboard
design for sports spectator. Based on these prior work, we
discussed three research directions on visual dashboard
design for eSports spectatorship. We would like to increase
the awareness of eSports research in the HCI community
and discuss these topics in detail in the workshop.
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